ABSTRACT Document classification and clustering algorithm requires a lot of vector similarity calculation. The complexity of the algorithm is O(n 2 ) and its speed is seriously lower down as the number of documents increases. The performance of similarity calculation will be highly improved if we use a GPU parallelism. In this paper, we propose a method of improving the calculation speed by CUDA framework as GPU parallelism can accelerate vector operation. Most troubling part of using CUDA framework for GPU parallel processing is a memory loading time. We tried to find the best way to reduce memory loading time. The fastest method is to use texture-memory and the second fastest way is to use global-memory. Operation on the GPU was three times faster than CPU operation when texture-memory was used.
Introduction
As the social network services produce much document in a short time, one of the most widely pursued subjects these days is the mass document classification. People express themselves through a number of social network services such as Twitter and Facebook, so a technology to categorize large amount of documents is needed to analyze people's opinions.
kNN(k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm) algorithm is an algorithm that classifies a target based on the k number of examples closest to the target in question. kNN is used in various fields for classification in various fields including document classification and document clustering. kNN uses VSM(Vector Space Model) distance values. VSM measures the distance with a mathematical figure, and is considered accurate and efficient [1, 2] .
Corresponding author: Seung-Shik Kang, Tel.+82-2-910-4800, sskang@kookmin.ac.kr As many document classification algorithms and document clustering algorithms are influenced by kNN, improving the speed of kNN algorithm would lead to the improvement in speed in those algorithms intricately related to kNN.
In this paper, we used CUDA(Compute Unified Device Architecture) framework, a GPU parallel processing technology furnished by NVIDIA, to explain how to improve the execution speed of kNN by CUDA framework [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Related Researches

k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
kNN algorithm is a basic categorizing algorithm that classifies a target based on the k number of its nearest neighbours. It uses shared information from those k neighbours, with the number k traditionally being an odd number for the sake of efficiency and accuracy. If k is an even number, kNN could not judge in some cases [1] .
Vector Space Model
Vector space model is a method to convert documents into vector to perform mathematical operations. The keywords that compose a document are converted into vector by various methods such as VSM. Researchers analyze documents using mathematical operations of the vector. The cosine similarity value and the distance similarity value are often used [2] .
2.2.1
Cosine Similarity Cosine similarity is the intrinsic value of the vectors in VSM. It lies between 0 and 1 depending on the characteristics of internal value, indicating how similar the documents are. The closer the value is to 1, the similar the documents are. Therefore, if the similarity value is close to 1, the documents in question can be considered similar. The cosine similarity calculation formula is described in Figure 1 . 
Euclidean Distance Similarity
Euclidean distance similarity is the mathematical distance value of the two documents. Small distance indicates similarity between the two documents. Long distance means the two documents are not similar. Figure 2 is Euclidean distance calculation formula. 
CUDA Framework
CUDA framework was created by NVIDIA company as a GPU development tool. Programmers perform parallel processing operations through CUDA framework. Many ALU on the GPU makes it suitable for parallel processing. Although ALU of the GPU is simpler than its counterpart of the CPU, ALU of the GPU is more suitable in a simple operation. In addition, CUDA framework provides the ability to use a variety of memories for users [6, 7, 10] .
Vector Operations using CUDA Framework
Improving the calculation speed of the vector space model using CUDA framework has already been studied by . According to previous studies, cosine similarity calculation speed on GPU parallel processing by CUDA framework is approximately 15 times faster than using the CPU. This study dealt only with the shared memory on GPU, and did not go into memory transition time [11] .
Document Classification by GPU Programming
Document Classification by GPU
All documents had stemmed 10,000 keywords so they could be represented as vectors with 10,000 dimensions. The random generator is based on TF-IDF scheme, so the value of vector was under 1 and over 0. Because kNN algorithm needs the classified documents to classify new documents, existing documents were already classified. kNN algorithm used the code in Figure 3 to classify the documents. According to the code in Figure 3 , the program found the nearest K by the similarity values. The cosine value and the Euclidean distance value were used as the similarity value. We compared operation time on the CPU and GPU parallel processing using CUDA framework. Various memories on GPU such as texture-memory, global-memory, and pinned-memory were used to improve the operation speed.
While CPU time has been calculated with the entire program that was executed on the CPU, GPU computation time has been measured using both CPU and GPU. Only part of the similarity calculation was executed on GPU using CUDA framework. The rest was executed on CPU. 
Memory Overhead Solution
Operation on GPU needs to read data from CPU memory to GPU. It happens to be the most troubling part of using CUDA framework for GPU parallel processing. As our focus was to find the best method of reducing the memory loading time, we used various types of memories since each memory's loading time is different [4, 5] . Fig 4 is a simplified diagram that shows the structure of the GPU memories. In this paper, we used pinnedmemory in CPU, texture-memory in GPU, and globalmemory in GPU and compared the time when each memory was used.
There are characteristics of each memory. GPU parallel operation with pinned-memory uses the data bus several times because pinned-memory is located on the CPU. Texture-memory and global-memory are in the GPU, and their capacity is large. So, bulk transfer efficiency is highly.
When we compared the memories, shared memory was not considered. Although it is accessible and efficient, its capacity is the worst of memories because of its memory size. Thus, this experiment disregarded shared memory.
Experimentation
As mentioned in the related research, similarity calculation speed of CPU was compared with that of GPU with parallel processing. However, the research compared the operation speed of vectors only. Reading and writing to memory were not considered although one of the most important points in using the CPU parallel processing is the problem of loading memory.
In this paper, substantial kNN run-time was measured using a variety of GPU memory types. In addition, we studied which method and memory are the fastest at calculating the similarities of document classification algorithm [11] .
Environments
The experiment was conducted in the environment mentioned in Table 1 . Its target data is mentioned in Table  2 . The experiment data created by the random function were documents. Table 2 . Experimental data Classified Docs Unclassified Docs 10 10, 10 100, 10 1000, 100 10, 100 100, 100 1000, 1000 10, 1000 100, 1000 1000
Experimental Results and Evaluation
Experiment results with variety of memories are organized in table 3 and table 4. Table 3 shows the result of the kNN algorithm with cosine. Table 4 shows the result of the kNN algorithm with Euclidean Distance. Table 3 . Comparison of calculation time of kNN with Cosine varying in accordance to differences in memories and documents. The measuring value is the median value of 10 experiment times. Table 3 has the measured values of the kNN algorithm with cosine similarity. It clearly shows how quantity of documents affects the speed of kNN algorithm. In case of 1000 1000, the large amount of documents resulted in more time. Texture-memory use in kNN algorithm yielded the fastest result in 1000 1000 cases. The resulting time was approximately 4.9 times faster than that of CPU use. Global-memory used computation time was also 3.3 times faster than using CPU. Table 4 contains the measured values of the kNN algorithm with Euclidean Distance. The result of Table 4 and Table 3 are similar. On the whole, the fastest method is to use texture-memory and the second fastest way is to use global-memory. Operation on the GPU is three times faster than CPU operation when texture-memory was used. GPU computation time using global-memory was also twice as faster than using CPU.
The operation on the CPU was the fastest when kNN classified a small number of documents. However, in the case of classifying a large number of documents, the operation on the GPU with texture-memory was the fastest and the pinned memory use was the slowest method.
Conclusion
Document classification and clustering algorithm needs a lot of same operations of similarity calculation in which those operations can be done simultaneously. This kind of operation is of good shape to compute on the GPU platform, and the CUDA framework can speed up the whole computation time through GPU parallelism. Many algorithms that are running in huge number of servers like information service providers are also very good to operate on the GPU. However, there are some problems regarding the CUDA version of the parallel algorithm because it needs a bulk transfer of memories and memory size. So, people using the CUDA framework should be careful for memory loading and memory transfer time. The same goes for the document classification and document clustering algorithm.
The experiment shows that the best method of implementing text classification algorithm is to operate on CPU when the number of documents is relatively small. When the amount of document is large, using texturememory or global-memory on GPU have been faster than using them on the CPU. The method of using pinnedmemory was the worst because pinned-memory requires a data bus frequently. Even the method using pinnedmemory operated on the GPU parallel processing was not efficient. As a conclusion, the best method to processing a huge number of documents such as social network data is to use a texture memory on the GPU programming.
